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Background & Objectives
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Prior to this research, activity clusters/ themes were sized by estimated 

current spend by overseas visitors as follows…
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These clusters/ themes were carried through into this research under the 

following definitions…

1. Visiting famous / iconic tourist attractions / places

2. Exploring history and heritage

3. Experiencing city life

4. Experiencing rural life & scenery

5. Outdoor leisure pursuits (e.g.  walking, boat trips, golf)

6. Challenge and / or action e.g. sporting activities, learning new skills

7. Attending cultural / music / sports events
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The primary objective of this research is to identify the potential of the 

activity clusters/ themes to grow the English tourist industry:

What is the 

relative 

appeal of 

each theme?

Which 

activities are 

most likely to 

drive England 

consideration 

& footfall 

within each 

theme?

How does 

appeal differ 

across markets 

& how does 

this impact size 

of 

opportunity?

Which 

audiences are 

most likely to 

buy into each 

activity? 

Ultimately identifying the optimal portfolio of themes and 
activities
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Italy Netherlands Norway China UK

We included 10 countries in the study

QA2. Likelihood to consider each activity on holiday to England (Very likely / Definitely would)
Base: All answering each activity (c. 4500)

Germany United 
States

Australia Spain France
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Key to colour coding throughout tables.

Darker green XX% More than 10% positive difference vs. total/ average

Lighter green XX% Significantly higher than total/ average

Orange XX% Significantly lower than total/ average

Red XX% More than 10% negative difference vs. total/ average
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The sample profile represents international travellers (& non England 

rejectors) within each market. Note significant differences across markets –

has a direct impact on activity consideration  

Base: Total (n=15317), Germany (n=1640), USA (n=1541), Australia (n=1521), Spain (n=1509), France (n=1508), Italy (n=1504), Netherlands (n=1517), 
Norway(n=1516), China (n=1541), UK (n=1520). NB: Targets based on previous IPSOS panel data on rep proportions of international travellers by country 

Total DE USA AUS SP FR IT NL NW CH UK

Male 51% 55% 55% 50% 50% 50% 50% 55% 50% 50% 49%

Female 49% 45% 45% 50% 50% 50% 50% 45% 50% 50% 51%

18-34 36% 27% 44% 40% 43% 33% 38% 45% 25% 35% 31%

35-54 36% 36% 35% 30% 41% 36% 34% 30% 35% 47% 34%

55+ 28% 37% 21% 31% 16% 31% 28% 26% 40% 18% 35%

AB 27% 17% 43% 34% 21% 21% 19% 17% 25% 41% 26%

C1 38% 38% 22% 30% 44% 48% 42% 32% 29% 50% 41%

C2DE 24% 29% 22% 24% 28% 18% 28% 34% 26% 6% 28%

SAMPLE PROFILE – strong over and under-indexing vs. total highlighted
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Normalising scores by market: an explanation

Given that some of the markets are prone to ‘top boxing’ i.e. choosing options at the higher 

end of scales, and others prone to more moderate responses, normalisation of data is required. 

Normalisation refers to scores that have been balanced to take account of natural optimism or 
pessimism in each particularly market, making them more accurate.

Normalising data allows us to compare scores across markets to understand actual differences 

in preference rather than those created by scales being used differently. 

So, for example, China’s scores tend to normalise 
downwards while Norway’s scores tend to normalise 

upwards

Cautionary note: while 

normalising helps to 

equalise scores, it doesn’t 

always have as significant 

a moderating influence 

on extremes. As such, we 

suggest interpreting this 

data through a lens of 

market knowledge. 
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Six audience clusters have previously been identified as of interest

Young active explorers

Millennials with the world at their 

feet looking for fun and 

excitement through travel. A 

spontaneous group who live for 

the moment, with few 

commitments to hold them 

back. Attracted to City life and 

higher octane activities away 

from the buzz. 

Cultural adventurers

Successful, independently 

minded young professionals with 

high disposable incomes. 

Seeking to soak up all aspects of 

the local culture in order to 

escape and unwind whilst 

experiencing something new. 

Interested in unique experiences 

with a touch of luxury.

Lifestyle travellers

An upwardly mobile group who 

value social status and see 

travel as an expression of who 

they are. They seek ‘braggable

moments’ that look good on 

social media but also deliver on 

their need to relax, unwind and 

compensate for their hard work.

Outdoor enthusiasts

Nature lovers who love to get 

close to nature on active breaks 

with the family. Discovery and 

learning are an integral part of 

their holidays, given their keen 

interest in local heritage and 

cultures as well as spending time 

in the great outdoors.

Conservative retirees

Retired, financially secure 

travellers who seek reassurance 

in their quest for new 

experiences. They seek laid 

back yet stimulating trips that 

allow them to relax, meet new 

people and see new parts of 

the world, in a safe and 

convenient way.

Mature experience 

seekers

A more mature segment that 

are best defined by their 

attitude – ‘young at heart’. With 

a greater freedom, money to 

spend and time to enjoy 

themselves, travel is a key 

pastime that satisfies their desire 

for new experiences & learning.
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Headline results
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We have used conditional formatting to create a tiering system (across needs, 

clusters & activities)

1. We have taken the normalised top 2 box consideration (definitely would/ very likely to 
consider) or importance scores for each activity at a total level and for each market

2. We have then applied conditional formatting* to divide the activities in each market into 4 
clusters:

1. Tier 1: the most popular i.e. highest % of people considering them in England… the 
‘favourites’

2. Tier 2: not the most popular but still very appealing to a large number of people

3. Tier 3: more niche… appeals to significant minority

4. Tier 4: niche appeal

3. The tiers are calculated at a total level but also at a market level (within markets), which 
enables us to identify where activities have higher or lower appeal in specific markets

*Conditional formatting has been applied by dividing the range of scores (at a total level or within market) into 4 equal tiers e.g. if a 

country rated activities from 10% - 90%, the range of 80% would be divided by 4 creating 4 tiers of 20% bands each.

The results it produces are free of subjective bias i.e. if we were to group activities into equal groups across all markets or by eye we 

would be applying arbitrary boundaries to the data, which bear no relation to the structure of the data and what it is actually telling us. 

Further, it puts data into a format that enables direct comparison across markets allowing us to identify activities that ‘jump’ upwards or 

downwards in consideration for particular markets
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At a macro level, there are 4 need tiers - all of the needs in the two top 

tiers could be considered important and encompass a wide range of 

areas.

QG1. Thinking now about taking holidays [US: vacations] in general to any given country, which of the following are particularly important to you?
Base: All respondents (n=15317)

GENERAL HOLIDAY NEEDS - normalised top 2 box scores

71%

67%

67%

63%

62%

59%

57%

56%

36%

27%

24%

24%

20%

Enjoying the natural world / scenery

Seeing the most famous sights in the country / place you're visiting

Learning more about the destination / country

Experiencing local culture

Rest and relaxation

Learning about history and heritage

Fun for all the family

Treating / spoiling yourself / others

Meeting new people

Thrill and excitement from activities / sports

Achieving something challenging

Helping the local community / environment

Partying

TIER 1
NEEDS

TIER 2
NEEDS

TIER 3
NEEDS

TIER 4
NEEDS
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Needs hierarchies are predominantly consistent across markets, which 

means that broadly the same messages resonate. A few variations e.g. 

experiencing local culture is tier 3 in Spain but T1 in most other markets.

QG1. Thinking now about taking holidays [US: vacations] in general to any given country, which of the following are particularly important to you?
Base: All respondents (n=15317), Germany (n=1640), USA (n=1541), Australia (n=1521), Spain (n=1509), France (n=1508), Italy (n=1504), Netherlands (n=1517), 
Norway (n=1516), China (n=1541), UK (n=1520)

GENERAL HOLIDAY NEEDS – TIER 1 AND TIER 2 normalised top 2 box scores

DE USA AUS SP FR IT NL NW CH UK

Enjoying the natural 

world / scenery T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1

Seeing the most 

famous sights T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T2 T2 T1 T1

Learning more about 

the destination T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T2

Experiencing 

local culture T1 T1 T1 T3 T1 T1 T2 T1 T1 T2

Rest and relaxation T1 T2 T1 T2 T2 T3 T1 T1 T1 T1

Learning about 

history and heritage T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T1 T3 T2 T1 T2

Fun for all the family T2 T2 T2 T2 T3 T2 T1 T1 T1 T2

Treating / spoiling 

yourself / others T2 T2 T2 T1 T3 T2 T1 T1 T2 T2
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Currently, tourist spend is heavily weighted to history & heritage highlights 

and city life (proxy estimates based on composite data sources)…
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When looking at future consideration, the same preference emerges but, 

critically, there is significant interest across other activities too, indicating 

sizeable untapped potential.

82%

75%

71%

61%

57%

54%

31%

Visiting famous / iconic tourist attractions / places

Exploring history and heritage

Experiencing city life

Experiencing rural life & scenery

Outdoor leisure pursuits

Attending cultural / music / sports events

Challenge and / or action

QC2_1. How likely or unlikely you would be to consider the following on holiday to England
Base: all respondents (n=15317)

CLUSTERS CONSIDERED FOR ENGLAND- normalised top 2 box scores
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Consideration of activities in England mirrors interest around the world and 

is seen to be particularly adept at delivering on city life and 

cultural/music/sports events

QC1_1. How likely or unlikely you would be to consider the following on holiday to any country/location
QC2_1. How likely or unlikely you would be to consider the following on holiday to England
Base: all respondents (n=15317)

CLUSTERS CONSIDERED FOR ANY COUNTRY VS. ENGLAND - normalised top 2 box scores – INDEXED IN COLUMNS

ANY COUNTRY / LOCATION

ENGLAND
Visiting famous / iconic

tourist attractions / places

Exploring history and heritage

Experiencing city life

Experiencing rural 
life & scenery

Outdoor leisure pursuits

Attending cultural / 
music / sports events

Challenge and / or action

Indexed consideration –

any country

Indexed consideration –

England

135 133

121 122

109 115

102 99

100 93

78 88

54 50
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We looked at the likelihood of foreign travellers to consider activities at a 

much more granular level within each cluster…

Visiting a place / attraction associated with film / TV / literature

Visiting a theme park

Seeing world famous or iconic sights and places

Food and drink tour or attraction e.g. vineyard, brewery…

Visiting a castle / palace / stately home or historic house

Visiting a religious building

Visiting a historic monument

Attending an event associated with local traditions

Visiting places linked to my own family history

Visiting a museum

Visiting an art gallery

Shopping for clothes

Shopping for locally made products / crafts

Shopping for luxury or designer products

Visiting a park / garden

Having a gourmet meal

Trying local food and drink specialities

Having a spa / beauty / wellness treatment

Experiencing local nightlife e.g. local bars / pubs, clubs …

Visiting a place / attraction associated with contemporary culture

Visiting famous / iconic 

tourist attractions / places

Exploring history

and heritage

Experiencing city life
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We looked at the likelihood of foreign travellers to consider activities at a 

much more granular level within each cluster…

Visiting a National Park

Watching wildlife or birdlife in its natural environment

Astronomy / star gazing

Exploring villages / rural areas

Playing golf

Sunbathing on the beach / by a pool

Boating (boat trips, canal boating)

Exploring an area by E-bike

Going for a short country or coastal walk around <2 hours

Going for a long country or coastal walk e.g. half a day+

Trying an adventure / adrenalin activity

Doing water sports including sailing, canoeing …

Cycling or Mountain biking

Taking part in competitive sports e.g. running, football ….

Attending English language classes / a course

Music festival / other festival

Attending a live sporting event / match

Attending a live pop concert / gig

Watching a play / musical

Attending a classical music concert / opera / ballet

Challenge 

and / or action

Attending cultural / 

music / sports events

Experiencing rural 

life & scenery

Outdoor leisure 

pursuits 
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80%

77%

76%

73%

67%

66%

62%

61%

58%

57%

55%

54%

54%

53%

50%

50%

49%

49%

49%

46%

44%

44%

43%

41%

40%

39%

37%

36%

36%

33%

33%

32%

31%

28%

27%

25%

24%

24%

21%

19%

Seeing world famous or iconic places

Visiting a castle/palace/historic house

Visiting a historic monument

Trying local food & drink specialities

Visiting a museum

Visiting a park/garden

Short (< 2hrs) country or coastal walk

Exploring villages / rural areas

Visiting a National Park

Having a gourmet meal

Event associated with local traditions

Shopping for locally made products/craft

Food & drink tour or attraction

Long (> half day) country or coastal walk

Visiting contemporary culture attraction

Experiencing local nightlife

Visiting a religious building

Shopping for clothes

Visiting an art gallery

Film/TV/Literature attraction

Watching a play / musical

Boating (boat trips, canal boating)

Visiting places linked to family history

Music festival / other festival

Attending a live pop concert / gig

Visiting a theme park

Watching wildlife in natural environment

Attending a live sporting event/match

Attending a classical concert

Sunbathing on the beach/by a pool

Shopping for luxury or designer products

Exploring an area by E-bike

Having a spa/beauty/wellness treatment

Attending English language classes/course

Cycling or Mountainbiking

Trying an adventure/adrenalin activity

Astronomy/star gazing

Doing watersports

Taking part in competitive sports

Playing golf

QA2. Likelihood to consider each activity on holiday to England (Very likely / Definitely would)
Base: All answering each activity (c. 4500)

TIER 1
ACTIVITIES

TIER 2
ACTIVITIES

TIER 3
ACTIVITIES

TIER 4
ACTIVITIES

To provide a sense of what is 

more or less appealing without 

having to touch upon each 

and every activity separately, 

we’ve split the full range into 

four tiers using conditional 

formatting
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80%

77%

76%

73%

67%

66%

62%

61%

58%

57%

55%

54%

54%

53%

50%

50%

Seeing world famous or iconic places

Visiting a castle/palace/historic house

Visiting a historic monument

Trying local food & drink specialities

Visiting a museum

Visiting a park/garden

Short (< 2hrs) country or coastal walk

Exploring villages / rural areas

Visiting a National Park

Having a gourmet meal

Event associated with local traditions

Shopping for locally made products/craft

Food & drink tour or attraction

Long (> half day) country or coastal walk

Visiting contemporary culture attraction

Experiencing local nightlife

QA2. Likelihood to consider each activity on holiday to England (Very likely / Definitely would)
Base: All answering each activity (c. 4500)

Most considered activities tend to involve city life, history/heritage and 

famous attractions. Outdoor activities generally less appealing

ACITIVITIES CONSIDERED NORMALISED TOP 2 BOX SCORES – tier 1 & tier 2 activities shown

Visiting famous / iconic / tourist attractions …

Exploring history and heritage

Exploring history and heritage

Experiencing city life

Experiencing city life

Experiencing city life

Outdoor leisure pursuits

Experiencing rural life & scenery

Experiencing rural life & scenery

Experiencing city life

Exploring history and heritage

Experiencing city life

Visiting famous / iconic / tourist attractions …

Outdoor leisure pursuits

Experiencing city life

Experiencing city life
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49%

49%

49%

46%

44%

44%

43%

41%

40%

39%

37%

36%

36%

33%

33%

32%

31%

28%

27%

25%

24%

24%

21%

19%

Visiting a religious building

Shopping for clothes

Visiting an art gallery

Film/TV/Literature attraction

Watching a play / musical

Boating (boat trips, canal boating)

Visiting places linked to family history

Music festival / other festival

Attending a live pop concert / gig

Visiting a theme park

Watching wildlife in natural environment

Attending a live sporting event/match

Attending a classical concert

Sunbathing on the beach/by a pool

Shopping for luxury or designer products

Exploring an area by E-bike

Having a spa/beauty/wellness treatment

Attending English language classes/course

Cycling or Mountainbiking

Trying an adventure/adrenalin activity

Astronomy/star gazing

Doing watersports

Taking part in competitive sports

Playing golf

QA2. Likelihood to consider each activity on holiday to England (Very likely / Definitely would)
Base: All answering each activity (c. 4500)

But not all the city has to offer appeals widely, e.g. shopping, art & culture 

more broadly is more fringe. Action least appealing at a total level overall

ACITIVITIES CONSIDERED NORMALISED TOP 2 BOX SCORES – tier 3 & tier 4 activities shown

Exploring history and heritage

Experiencing city life

Experiencing city life

Visiting famous / iconic / tourist attractions …

Attending cultural /music/sports events

Outdoor leisure pursuits

Exploring history and heritage

Attending cultural /music/sports events

Attending cultural /music/sports events

Visiting famous / iconic / tourist attractions …

Experiencing rural life & scenery

Attending cultural /music/sports events

Attending cultural /music/sports events

Outdoor leisure pursuits

Experiencing city life

Outdoor leisure pursuits

Experiencing city life

Challenge and/or action

Challenge and/or action

Challenge and/or action

Experiencing rural life & scenery

Challenge and/or action

Challenge and/or action

Outdoor leisure pursuits
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For those who are considering activities, only a minority have actually 

done these activities before on holiday in England. This means there is 

substantial headroom to engage visitors and swell visitor numbers.

QA3_1. Which of the below activities, if any, have you done before specifically on a holiday [US: vacation] to England?
Base: Base : All respondents who’ve been to England and are considering at least one activity for England (n=11141)

ACTIVITIES DONE BEFORE WITHIN ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED (NORMALISED) – tier 1 & 2 

21%

20%

21%

21%

19%

20%

13%

14%

10%

13%

9%

10%

14%

10%

15%

13%

80%

77%

76%

73%

67%

66%

62%

61%

58%

57%

55%

54%

54%

53%

50%

50%

Seeing world famous or iconic sights and places

Visiting a castle / palace / stately home or historic…

Visiting a historic monument

Trying local food and drink specialities

Visiting a museum

Visiting a park / garden

Going for a short country or coastal walk around 2…

Exploring villages / rural areas

Visiting a National Park

Having a gourmet meal

Attending an event associated with local traditions

Food and drink tour or attraction

Shopping for locally made products / crafts

Going for a long country or coastal walk

Experiencing local nightlife

Visiting a place / attraction associated with…

TIER 1
ACTIVITIES

TIER 2
ACTIVITIES

Done activity before in England

Would consider activity in England
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For many of the tier 3 and particularly tier 4 activities, the majority of visitors 

would be new i.e. never participated in activity in England before.

QA3_1. Which of the below activities, if any, have you done before specifically on a holiday [US: vacation] to England?
Base: Base : All respondents who’ve been to England and are considering at least one activity for England (n=11141)

ACTIVITIES DONE BEFORE WITHIN ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED (NORMALISED) – tier 3 & 4

15%

14%

12%

9%

8%

9%

5%

5%

6%

7%

7%

5%

6%

7%

5%

3%

4%

2%

4%

3%

2%

3%

3%

2%

49%

49%

49%

46%

44%

44%

43%

41%

40%

39%

37%

36%

36%

33%

33%

32%

31%

28%

27%

25%

24%

24%

21%

19%

Shopping for clothes

Visiting a religious building

Visiting an art gallery

Visiting a place / attraction associated with film…

Boating (boat trips, canal boating)

Watching a play / musical

Visiting places linked to my own family history

Music festival / other festival

Attending a live pop concert / gig

Visiting a theme park

Watching wildlife or birdlife in its natural…

Attending a classical music concert / opera /…

Attending a live sporting event / match

Shopping for luxury or designer products

Sunbathing on the beach / by a pool

Exploring an area by E-bike

Having a spa / beauty / wellness treatment

Attending English language classes / a course

Cycling or Mountainbiking

Trying an adventure / adrenalin activity

Astronomy / star gazing

Doing watersports including sailing, canoeing…

Taking part in competitive sports

Playing golf

TIER 3
ACTIVITIES

TIER 4
ACTIVITIES

Done activity before in England

Would consider activity in England
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Not all activities considered have equally high ability to drive consideration of 

England as a holiday destination. 

It is interesting to understand the difference between:

1. Ability of an activity to draw people to England on holiday i.e. a driver of holiday 
choice

2. Number of people an activity is likely to attract while they are in England
i.e. a driver of audience footfall

As you would expect, many activities are as popular as they are important to people 

when choosing their holiday. But there are others that punch above or below their 

weight:

• Nice to haves = lower power in driving England as a holiday choice relative to number who 
would take part in the activity when they are on holiday (i.e. they’re more popular than they 
are powerful)

• Punch above their weight = higher power in driving England as a holiday choice relative to 
number who would take part in the activity when they are on holiday (i.e. they’re more 
powerful than they are popular)
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These ideas fit with a particular way of thinking about impact

Tuesday, March 28, 2017

Penetration

FrequencyConsumption

Some have potential for 

Penetration – often visitors might 

not be aware that England has it 

but believe it could do it well

Others help grow 

Consumption – often 

visitors can see it adding 

depth to a trip, and 

therefore marginal spend

And some can contribute 

to Frequency – often  

these are activities 

showing visitors n 

appealing variety that 

justifies repeat visits

Nice to haves

• People like doing these things, but they’re not quite a reason to travel

• But they may help increase Consumption by people already here

Punch above their weight 

• Are sort of like niche interests – they won’t necessarily bring many people in, but are a powerful 

motivator for those who are interested.
• So they may help increase Penetration among hard to reach audiences
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CONSIDERATION INDEX vs. DRIVER INDEX – TIER 1 & TIER 2 ACTIVITIES
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 Seeing world famous or iconic places

Visiting a historic monument

Visiting a castle/palace/historic house
Exploring 

villages / 

rural areas

Visiting contemporary 

culture attraction

Visiting a museum

Visiting a park/garden

Short (< 2hrs) country or coastal walk

Visiting a National Park

Shopping for locally 

made products/craft

Having a 

gourmet meal

Experiencing 

local nightlife

Event 

associated with 

local traditions

Food & drink 

tour or 

attraction

Long (> half 

day) country or 

coastal walk

Trying local food & drink specialities

Strong driver to 
England & will 
deliver high 
footfall  

Nice to haves. 
More popular 
than they are 
powerful

Punch above 
their weight. 
More powerful 
than they are 
popular

5 out of the 6 tier 1 activities emerge as all-round powerhouses… delivering 

against driving footfall to and within England. Visiting parks & gardens 

emerges as more of a ‘nice to have’ – more popular than powerful.
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Trying an adventure 

adrenalin activity

65

75

85

95

105

115

125

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

CONSIDERATION INDEX vs. DRIVER INDEX – TIER 3 & TIER 4 ACTIVITIES

Taking part in competitive sports

Sunbathing on the beach/by a pool

Visiting places linked 

to family historyAttending English language classes/course

Doing watersports

Playing golf

Astronomy/star gazing

Cycling or Mountain biking

Having a spa / beauty / 

wellness treatment

Exploring an area by E-bike

Shopping for luxury or 

designer products

Attending a 

classical concert

Boating (boat trips, 

canal boating)

Watching a 

play / musical

Shopping for 

clothes

Visiting a 

religious 

building

Visiting an 

art gallery

Film/TV/ 

Literature 

attraction

Music 

festival / 

other 

festival
Visiting a 

theme park

Watching wildlife 

in natural 

environment

Attending a live 

pop concert / 

gig

Attending a 

live sporting 

event/match

Consideration index
How likely to consider activity in England
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Strong driver to 
England & will 
deliver high 
footfall  

Punch above 
their weight. 
More powerful 
than they are 
popular

Nice to haves. 
More popular 
than they are 
powerful

Sports/ activities are the most likely to punch above their weight… more of 

an ability to drive England visits than popular… while modern ‘pop culture’ 

activities tend to be more ‘nice to have’.
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Does appeal of activities differ across markets? 
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Italy

Generally fairly 

mainstream and 

not too 

experimental re 

destination (like 

short breaks… fly 

in/ fly out)

Put great store on 

meeting people 

(and food)

Culturally Britain 

interests (the 

Gentleman and 

punks)

Really struggle with 

food

Firstly, some context to better understand the travel audience from each 

market – close European countries…

Germany

Very sophisticated 

travel market

Open to getting 

beyond the cliché

Happy to drive

Tend to think Brits 

exotic

Like the outdoors 

and the history

Spain

Similar to Italy –

mainstream and fly 

in/ fly out break

Night life and 

music big (Beatles)

Very fun driven

Meeting people Is 

way to understand 

culture

Seeing the real 

English /drinking in 

pubs /  

France

Penchant for long 

summer trips (but 

often France or ex 

Europe)

Love to see /find 

culture of place

But… city life – why? 

We have Paris!

England / English 

exotically different

Minor growing 

interest / awareness 

of emerging food 

culture 

Netherlands

Reserved and 

difficult to impress.

Given lack of 

geographical 

interest at home; 

seek it abroad

The Dutch consider 

camping to be the 

most popular way 

to spend their 

holidays.  Why? It’s 

a love of freedom, 

spontaneity, 

easiness and the  

outdoors.

IT under index on 

Gourmet meals 

and over index in 

only staying in 

London or only 1 

location 

NL over index on 

Outdoor survival 

and bushcraft

activities 

Lowest market for 

experiencing City 

Life

Under index for 

gourmet meals 
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China

Market 

exploding…

although only 5% 

of the population 

are estimated to 

have a passport

Becoming 

increasingly 

sophisticated

Travel agent highly 

planned trips still 

dominate

Emergence of 

younger, wealthier 

more experiential 

traveller who are 

up for doing things 

own way

Do love to shop 

and get a deal

Australia

Historically close ties 

but dissipating with 

changing 

demographics

Often look at multi 

country visits to 

Europe 

Very strong food 

and drink culture 

and into history ad 

heritage 

A lot of status in 

exciting travel stories 

But for the 

adventurous stuff – I 

can do all that back 

home

United States

Very into the history 

and heritage

And potentially 

culture 

(Shakespeare)

On whole quite 

nervous travellers 

but feel very 

welcome in 

England

Love sense of fun 

and a bit of 

‘adventure lite’

‘You drive on the 

wrong side of the 

road’

Norway

Historically one of 

most comfortable 

beyond London

Love British city 

culture

Like the English… 

warm!

Generally most 

knowledgeable 

and plugged into 

offer 

Big connections to 

the premiership

Like a good night 

out

UK

One of most 

sophisticated 

travel markets

Really after sense of 

difference / unique 

story / that hidden 

gem (Home and 

abroad)

Currently searching 

for augmented 

nostalgia 

But… ‘I saw the 

crown jewels on a 

school trip – I want 

to see something 

different… or go to 

the seaside’

Firstly, some context to better understand the travel audience from each 

market – countries further afield and within UK borders…

Over-index on 

using trains in the 

UK

Under indexes in 

Climbing, bungee 

jumping etc. 

Over indexes on 

history and 

heritage

Over-indexes on 

football

Under indexes on 

visiting iconic 

places and over 

on visiting seaside 

/ rural life
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Distinct differences across markets in terms of cluster consideration e.g. 

Americans less enthused by culture vs. other markets but more likely to buy 

into challenge/ action activities (driven by younger audience). 

QC1_1. How likely or unlikely you would be to consider the following on holiday to any country/location
Base: all respondents (n=15317), Germany (n=1640), USA (n=1541), Australia (n=1521), Spain (n=1509), France (n=1508), Italy (n=1504), Netherlands (n=1517), 
Norway (n=1516), China (n=1541), UK (n=1520), 

CLUSTERS CONSIDERED FOR ENGLAND - normalised top 2 box scores

TOTAL DE USA AUS SP FR IT NL NW CH UK

Visiting famous / iconic 

tourist attractions / places 82% 88% 72% 84% 82% 74% 80% 88% 84% 79% 75%

Exploring history

and heritage 75% 75% 71% 81% 78% 72% 76% 70% 64% 73% 71%

Experiencing city life 71% 76% 67% 70% 67% 66% 71% 71% 85% 69% 60%

Experiencing rural 

life & scenery 61% 67% 61% 63% 52% 49% 51% 61% 43% 71% 74%

Outdoor leisure pursuits 57% 41% 60% 52% 58% 48% 50% 68% 53% 63% 64%

Attending cultural / 

music / sports events 54% 44% 56% 50% 55% 55% 56% 37% 60% 60% 50%

Challenge and / or action 31% 21% 37% 26% 30% 27% 35% 25% 18% 47% 31%
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We can look at scores across markets to understand if activities change 

tiers depending on market. Across tier 1 there is very little 

differentiation…the most popular activities are popular regardless of 

source country.

TOTAL DE USA AUS SP FR IT NL NW CH UK

World famous / 
iconic places 80% 82% 73% 85% 82% 77% 80% 80% 77% 78% 72%

Castle / palace / historic 
house 77% 79% 71% 78% 78% 74% 78% 81% 69% 75% 72%

Historic monument 76% 75% 70% 77% 81% 80% 81% 72% 71% 73% 68%

Local food & drink 73% 70% 71% 74% 76% 65% 63% 76% 81% 75% 68%

Visiting a museum 67% 56% 64% 67% 72% 68% 77% 55% 68% 68% 57%

Visiting a park/garden 66% 74% 63% 65% 65% 64% 68% 56% 62% 62% 65%

ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED NORMALISED TOP 2 BOX SCORES – tier 1 within markets

QA2. Likelihood to consider each activity on holiday to England (Very likely / Definitely would)
Base: All answering each activity (c. 4500)
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Less consistency in tier 2 activities by market i.e. activities start moving tiers 

dependent on market, although picture is still relatively consistent. 

TOTAL DE USA AUS SP FR IT NL NW CH UK

Short (< 2hrs) country 
or coastal walk 62% 69% 62% 53% 60% 60% 50% 65% 52% 71% 68%

Exploring villages /
rural areas 61% 54% 60% 63% 57% 59% 53% 63% 53% 65% 68%

Visiting a National Park 58% 52% 60% 53% 57% 53% 62% 52% 37% 68% 66%

Having a gourmet meal 57% 41% 64% 60% 43% 46% 49% 60% 64% 72% 58%

Event associated with
local traditions 55% 52% 63% 50% 54% 60% 59% 40% 41% 68% 45%

Shopping for locally 
made products/craft 54% 43% 57% 53% 58% 55% 62% 38% 47% 66% 45%

Food & drink tour 
or attraction 54% 39% 61% 54% 48% 50% 49% 45% 50% 70% 52%

Long (> half day) country 
or coastal walk 53% 46% 51% 40% 56% 57% 53% 49% 36% 67% 58%

Visiting contemporary
culture attraction 50% 36% 53% 47% 56% 49% 57% 37% 47% 63% 42%

Experiencing
local nightlife 50% 46% 48% 41% 45% 52% 50% 45% 71% 56% 40%

ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED NORMALISED TOP 2 BOX SCORES – tier 2 within markets

QA2. Likelihood to consider each activity on holiday to England (Very likely / Definitely would)
Base: All answering each activity (c. 4500)
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Significant differences seen both across and within markets in tier 3, with 

activities becoming more polarising in the mid tiers. 

TOTAL DE USA AUS SP FR IT NL NW CH UK

Visiting a religious building 49% 43% 52% 44% 46% 55% 55% 45% 39% 59% 39%

Shopping for clothes 49% 39% 44% 48% 51% 49% 45% 46% 59% 57% 43%

Visiting an art gallery 49% 33% 53% 52% 55% 47% 65% 23% 36% 59% 42%

Film/TV/Literature attraction 46% 39% 51% 43% 54% 40% 47% 31% 37% 57% 42%

Watching a play / musical 44% 37% 52% 42% 45% 31% 45% 29% 58% 51% 41%

Boating (boat trips, canal 

boating) 44% 31% 50% 38% 41% 44% 37% 40% 41% 57% 42%

Visiting places linked to 

family history 43% 36% 51% 52% 37% 28% 37% 33% 38% 50% 51%

Music festival / other festival 41% 30% 50% 30% 44% 42% 43% 25% 33% 55% 38%

Attending a live pop concert 

/ gig 40% 34% 41% 30% 38% 39% 39% 29% 46% 50% 40%

Visiting a theme park 39% 28% 37% 33% 42% 31% 45% 23% 31% 64% 37%
Watching wildlife in natural 

environment 37% 28% 42% 33% 38% 38% 33% 18% 21% 59% 41%

Attending a live sporting 

event/match 36% 27% 39% 35% 30% 35% 36% 25% 36% 47% 33%

Attending a classical 

concert 36% 24% 44% 29% 44% 32% 32% 19% 35% 52% 29%

ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED NORMALISED TOP 2 BOX SCORES – tier 3 within markets

QA2. Likelihood to consider each activity on holiday to England (Very likely / Definitely would)
Base: All answering each activity (c. 4500)
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Tiering very consistent across tier 4 activities… as was seen for the most 

popular, the least popular tend to be consistently niche across all markets. 

TOTAL DE USA AUS SP FR IT NL NW CH UK

Sunbathing on the 
beach/by a pool 33% 29% 40% 27% 27% 22% 29% 34% 22% 57% 33%

Shopping for luxury or 
designer products 33% 17% 39% 33% 29% 24% 27% 30% 30% 58% 27%

Exploring an area by E-bike 32% 23% 41% 25% 32% 28% 42% 22% 21% 49% 24%
Having a 

spa/beauty/wellness 
treatment

31% 16% 40% 27% 26% 30% 33% 16% 25% 44% 37%

Attending English language 
classes/course 28% 19% 31% 30% 42% 15% 12% 35%

Cycling or Mountainbiking 27% 17% 32% 16% 30% 27% 32% 28% 12% 38% 24%

Trying an 
adventure/adrenalin 

activity
25% 16% 35% 21% 25% 23% 23% 22% 14% 38% 22%

Astronomy/star gazing 24% 11% 33% 18% 27% 20% 27% 12% 12% 45% 23%

Doing watersports 24% 17% 36% 19% 20% 18% 18% 18% 10% 42% 24%

Taking part in competitive 
sports

21% 13% 27% 16% 20% 21% 20% 14% 11% 40% 17%

Playing golf 19% 12% 31% 17% 13% 16% 22% 11% 6% 35% 17%

ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED NORMALISED TOP 2 BOX SCORES – tier 4 within markets

QA2. Likelihood to consider each activity on holiday to England (Very likely / Definitely would)
Base: All answering each activity (c. 4500)
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Targeting specific audience clusters
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Consideration of an English holiday correlates with age – Conservative 

Retirees & Mature Experience Seekers less “warm”. Younger audiences 

therefore appear to be a more attractive target.

19%

7%
11% 10%

17%

36% 39%

34%

27%

39%

29%

30%

34%
33%

34%

44%

36%

42%

38%

21% 20%

13%
21%

14%
19%

15%
10% 8%

Total Cultural

adventurers

Young active

explorers

Lifestyle travellers Outdoor

enthusiasts

Conservative

retirees

Mature experience

seekers

Holiday to England already booked Actively considering within next year Definitely would consider in future Might consider in future

QQ5. Which of the following best describes your attitudes towards taking a holiday to England in future?
Base: All respondents (n=15317), Young active explorers (n=2695), Cultural adventurers (n=1519), Lifestyle travellers (n=1981), Outdoor enthusiasts (n=7619), 
Mature experience seekers (n=1017), Conservative retirees (n=1614), Other (n=3486), 

GENERAL ATTITUDES TOWARDS ENGLAND HOLIDAY IN THE FUTURE – segments ranked by “might consider”
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Significant differences in clusters across audiences with Cultural 

Adventurers & Lifestyle Travellers being the most enthusiastic and Mature 

Experience Seekers being the hardest to engage.

QC1_1. How likely or unlikely you would be to consider the following on holiday to any country/location
Base: all respondents (n=15317), Germany (n=1640), USA (n=1541), Australia (n=1521), Spain (n=1509), France (n=1508), Italy (n=1504), Netherlands (n=1517), 
Norway (n=1516), China (n=1541), UK (n=1520), 

CLUSTERS CONSIDERED FOR ENGLAND - normalised top 2 box scores

TOTAL
Young active 

explorers
Cultural 

adventurers
Lifestyle 

travellers
Outdoor 

enthusiasts

Mature 
experience 

seekers

Conservative 
retirees

Visiting famous / iconic 

tourist attractions / places 82% 85% 85% 86% 84% 79% 89%

Exploring history

and heritage 75% 73% 81% 81% 77% 73% 81%

Experiencing city life 71% 83% 79% 81% 73% 23% 61%

Experiencing rural 

life & scenery 61% 55% 68% 68% 65% 58% 63%

Outdoor leisure pursuits 57% 59% 65% 64% 61% 40% 47%

Attending cultural / 

music / sports events 54% 62% 68% 66% 57% 27% 43%

Challenge and / or action 31% 42% 48% 44% 36% 5% 7%
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Interest in specific sporting activities
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Within the considerably sized pool who’d consider England for live sporting 

events, football and tennis represents the greatest appeal… driven, no 

doubt, by the Premier League & Wimbledon.

QA5_34. Thinking about attending a live sporting event / match, what type of sport/s would you be interested in watching as part of a holiday to England?
Base: All respondents likely to consider attending a live sporting event/ match in England (n=2380)

INTEREST IN ATTENDING LIVE SPORTING EVENTS / MATCHES

63%

42%

26%

26%

21%

21%

20%

19%

17%

16%

16%

13%

13%

 Football

 Tennis (e.g. Wimbledon)

 Motorsport (e.g. Formula 1, World Rally Championship,…

 Horse racing (e.g. Ascot, Grand National)

 Athletics (e.g. World Athletics Championships)

 Rugby Union

 NBA game/s hosted in England

 Rugby League

 Golf (e.g. the Open)

 Cricket

 NFL game/s hosted in England

 Boxing

 Sailing (e.g. America's Cup)

Out of the 53% who would consider live sporting events/ matches, the following %s would 

consider each of the following specific live sporting events/ matches…
53% (top 3 

box) would 

consider live 

sporting events/ 

matches
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Little differentiation in the extent to which different adventure / adrenaline 

activities are found interesting

QA5_29. Thinking about trying an adventure / adrenalin activity, what type of sport/s would you be interested in trying as part of a holiday to England?
Base: All respondents likely to consider an adventure/adrenalin activity in England (n=1779)

INTEREST IN ADVENTURE / ADRENALIN ACTIVITIES

37%

36%

35%

34%

32%

31%

30%

29%

28%

27%

27%

27%

19%

Canyoning / caving

Mountain biking

Climbing / abseiling

Gokarting / quad biking

Surfing / windsurfing / kite surfing

Skydiving

Water skiing / wakeboarding

Bungee jumping

Motorsports

Hang gliding / parascending

Outdoor survival / bushcraft activities

Coasteering

Land sailing

Out of the 39% who would consider adventure/ adrenalin activities, the following %s would 

consider each of the following specific adventure/ adrenalin activities…
39% (top 3 

box) would 

consider 

adventure/ 

adrenalin 

activities
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Motor boat rides and canoeing / kayaking pull apart as the most 

appealing water sports activities 

QA5_30. Thinking about doing watersports, what type of sport/s would you be interested in doing as part of a holiday (US VERSION: vacation) to England?
Base: All respondents likely to consider water sports activities in England (n=1754)

INTEREST IN WATER SPORTS ACTIVITIES

52%

48%

40%

37%

34%

30%

Motor boat rides

Canoeing / kayaking

Sailing

Jet skiing

Surfing / windsurfing / kite surfing

Water skiing / wakeboarding

Out of the 38% who would consider water sports activities, the following %s would consider 

each of the following specific water sports activities…
38% (top 3 

box) would 

consider water 

sports activities
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Among those who’d consider England for taking part in competitive 

sports, football pulls strongly apart (alongside cycling / biking) 

QA5_32. Thinking about taking part in competitive sports, what type of sport/s would you be interested in taking part in as part of a holiday to England?
Base: All respondents likely to consider competitive sports activities in England (n=1400)

INTEREST IN TAKING PART IN COMPETITIVE SPORTS ACTIVITIES

45%

34%

27%

26%

26%

26%

23%

22%

20%

20%

Football

Road Cycling / Mountain biking

Golf

Long distance running events e.g. marathon

Motorsports

Surfing / windsurfing / kite surfing

Mountaineering related challenge events

Sailing

Multi-sport events e.g. Triathlon, crossfit

Other team sports (e.g. rugby, cricket)

Out of the 32% who would consider competitive sports activities, the following %s would 

consider each of the following specific competitive sports activities…
32% (top 3 

box) would 

consider 

competitive 

sports activities
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‘At a glance’ summaries
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1
Ranking

82%
Consideration

Visiting famous / iconic tourist attractions / places

DE 108 1

NL 107 1

AUS 103 1

NW 102 2

SP 101 1

IT 98 1

CH 96 1

UK 92 1

FR 91 1

USA 88 1

Conservative retirees 109

Lifestyle travellers 105

Cultural adventurers 104

Young active explorers 104

Outdoor enthusiasts 102

Mature experience 
seekers 96

Seeing world 
famous or 

iconic places

Food & drink 
tour or 

attraction

Film / TV / 
Literature 
attraction

Visiting a 
theme park

80% 54% 46% 39%
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54% 16%

A very important reason Sole reason

No age skewsNo gender skew

No SEG skewNo life-stage skews

• Famous/ iconic attractions have equivalent ‘pulling 

power’ across all markets and audience segments…

reflected in the universally high consideration

• The appeal is dominated by iconic places rather 

than something more recently manufactured e.g. a 

them park or TV attraction

• However food & drink tours are well liked –

particularly amongst Cultural Adventurers and 

Lifestyle travellers

• NB – only one of two activity themes that MES and 

CR strongly engage in

% saying activity has role to 

play in choosing England 

Tier 1 in all 

markets

Tier 1 in all 

markets except 

for Italy (tier 2)

Tier 2 in USA & 

China

Tier 2 in China

Tier 3 in Aus, Sp, 

It, NW, UK 

Tier 3 in all other 

markets Tier 4 in all other 

markets
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2
Ranking

75%
Consideration

Exploring history and heritage

Cultural adventurers 109

Lifestyle travellers 109

Conservative retirees 108

Outdoor enthusiasts 103

Young active explorers 97

Mature experience 
seekers

97

Visiting a 
castle/palace
/historic house

Visiting a 
historic 

monument

Event 
associated 
with local 
traditions

Visiting a 
religious 
building

77% 76% 55% 49%
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51% 14%

No age skewsNo gender skew

Slight AB skewNo life-stage skews

• Following on from famous/ iconic attractions, it 

intuitively makes sense that exploring history & 

heritage is also universally popular (although with 

a slightly more affluent demographic)

• And whereas the ‘famous attractions’ theme is 

dominated by one specific activity, there are 

three highly attractive opportunities here (castles/ 

houses; monuments & traditional events)

• NB – only one of two activity themes that MES and 

CR strongly engage in

A very important reason Sole reason
% saying activity has role to 

play in choosing England 

Tier 1 in all 

markets
Tier 1 in all 

markets

Tier 1 in US & 

China Tier 2 in US, FR, IT, 

China

Tier 2 in all other 

markets

Tier 3 in all other 

marketsTier 3 in Aus, NL, 

NW

AUS 108 2

SP 104 2

IT 102 2

DE 100 3

CH 97 2

FR 96 2

USA 96 2

UK 95 2

NL 94 3

NW 86 3
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3
Ranking

71%
Consideration

Experiencing city life

Young active explorers 117

Lifestyle travellers 114

Cultural adventurers 112

Outdoor enthusiasts 103

Conservative retirees 86

Mature experience 
seekers 32

Trying local 
food & drink 
specialities

Visiting a 
museum

Visiting a 
park/garden

Having a 
gourmet meal

Shopping for 
locally made 
products/craft

73% 67% 66% 57% 54%
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45% 11%

Slightly younger Slight female skew

No SEG skewSlight skew to young /  
middle aged family

• Outside of the main two activity clusters, we see 

Mature Experience Seekers drop off in terms of 

interest… significantly under-representing

• Norway are the only country to show heightened 

interest for city life experiences

• Unlike the two top tier activity clusters where a 

couple of activities dominate, there are many 

activities that are popular within ‘city life’ –

opportunity to engage on many levels from local 

food & drinks to visiting a museum to shopping

A very important reason Sole reason
% saying activity has role to 

play in choosing England 

Tier 1 in all 

markets except

for Italy

Tier 1 in US, SP, FR, 

IT, NW, CH 

Tier 1 in DE, US, 

SP, FR, IT, UK

Tier 1 in US, NW, 

CH
Tier 2 in US, Aus, 

SP, FR, IT, NW, CH, 

UK

Tier 2 in Aus, NL, 

UK

Tier 2 in all other 

markets

Tier 2 in all other 

markets
Tier 3 in DE, NLTier 3 in all other 

markets

NW 119 1

DE 107 2

IT 100 3

NL 100 2

AUS 99 3

CH 97 4

SP 95 3

USA 94 3

FR 92 3

UK 84 5
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Experiencing rural life & scenery 4
Ranking

61%
Consideration

Lifestyle travellers 112

Cultural adventurers 111

Outdoor enthusiasts 107

Conservative retirees 104

Mature experience 
seekers 95

Young active explorers 90

Exploring 
villages / rural 

areas

Visiting a 
National Park

Watching 
wildlife in 
natural 

environment

Astronomy/ 
star gazing

61% 58% 37% 23%
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45% 10%

Slightly older No gender skew

Slight AB skewSlight skew to young /  
middle aged family

A very important reason Sole reason
% saying activity has role to 

play in choosing England 

• Rural life and scenery is far more polarising across 

markets – for British & Chinese visitors it is seen to 

be far more appealing than other countries… for 

Spain, Italy, France and Norway it lacks the same 

lustre… presumably as they have abundant, fairly 

similar rural life of their own!

• Villages and national parks are significantly the 

most appealing elements

Tier 1 in the UK, 

tier 2 in all other 

markets

Tier 1 in UK Tier 2 in China

Tier 4 in all 

markets
Tier 2 in all other 

markets
Tier 3 in US, Aus, 

SP, FR, UK

Tier 3 in NW
Tier 4 in DE, IT, NL, 

NW

UK 122 2

CH 117 3

DE 110 4

AUS 104 4

USA 100 4

NL 100 5

SP 85 6

IT 83 5

FR 81 5

NW 71 6
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5
Ranking

57%
Consideration

Outdoor leisure pursuits

Cultural adventurers 115

Lifestyle travellers 113

Outdoor enthusiasts 108

Young active explorers 104

Conservative retirees 84

Mature experience 
seekers 70

Short (< 
2hrs) 

country or 
coastal walk

Long (> half 
day) 

country or 
coastal walk

Boating 
(boat trips, 

canal 
boating)

Sunbathing 
on the 

beach/by a 
pool

Exploring an 
area by E-

bike
Playing golf

62% 53% 44% 33% 32% 19%
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35% 8%

Slightly youngerNo gender skew

Slight AB skewSkew to young /  
middle aged family

A very important reason Sole reason
% saying activity has role to 

play in choosing England 

• Outdoor leisure pursuits are polarising across both 

countries and audiences – appealing far more to 

the Netherlands than others

• … and very low relative appeal for older visitors

• Walks dominate interest, particularly shorter walks

• … while playing golf sits low down the list (a niche 

activity) 

Tier 1 in DE, NL, 

US, CH, UK

Tier 2 in US, SP,

FR, IT, NL 
Tier 2 in US, CH

Tier 2 in CH Tier 3 in US, SP, 

IT, CH

Tier 4 in all 

markets

Tier 3 in DE, US, 

NL, UK

Tier 2 in all 

other markets

Tier 3 in all 

other markets

Tier 3 in all 

other markets

Tier 4 in all 

other marketsTier 4 in all 

other markets

NL 120 4

UK 112 4

CH 112 5

USA 105 5

SP 102 4

NW 94 5

AUS 91 5

IT 89 6

FR 84 6

DE 72 6
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6
Ranking

57%
Consideration

Attending cultural / music / sports events

Cultural adventurers 126

Lifestyle travellers 123

Young active explorers 116

Outdoor enthusiasts 106

Conservative retirees 80

Mature experience 
seekers 49

Watching a 
play / musical

Music festival / 
other festival

Attending a 
live pop 

concert / gig

Attending a 
live sporting 
event/match

Attending a 
classical 
concert

44% 41% 40% 36% 36%
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x
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n
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)
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p
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c
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v
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s

35% 9%

YoungerNo gender skew

Slight AB skewSkew to young /  
middle aged family

A very important reason Sole reason
% saying activity has role to 

play in choosing England 

• As would be expected, cultural, music & sports 

events are very polarising across audiences –

particularly appealing to Cultural adventurers and 

Lifestyle travellers

• Relatively flat appeal across individual activities 

themselves – plays, festivals, gigs, etc all have equal 

pulling power

• …across the board the activities appeal to the 

Cultural adventurers and Lifestyle travellers, 

although concerts/ gigs pull in Young Active 

Explorers too

Tier 2 in US & NW Tier 2 in US Tier 2 in NW Tier 3 in US, Aus, 

FR, IT, NW, CH, UK

Tier 3 in US, SP, FR, 

NW, CH

Tier 3 in all other 

markets

Tier 3 in all other 

markets

Tier 3 in all other 

markets

Tier 4 in DE, SP, NL
Tier 4 in DE, Aus, 

IT, NE & UKTier 4 in FR Tier 4 in Aus, NL Tier 4 in Aus

NW 112 4

CH 111 6

IT 104 5

USA 104 6

SP 102 5

FR 102 4

UK 92 6

AUS 92 6

DE 82 5

NL 69 6
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Challenge and / or action 7
Ranking

31%
Consideration

Cultural adventurers 155

Lifestyle travellers 143

Young active explorers 135

Outdoor enthusiasts 115

Conservative retirees 22

Mature experience 
seekers 17

English 
language 
classes / 
course

Cycling or 
Mountain-

biking

Trying an 
adventure / 
adrenalin 
activity

Doing 
watersports

Taking part in 
competitive 

sports

28% 27% 25% 24% 21%
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d
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ra
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d
e

x
 (

se
g

m
e

n
ts

)

34% 12%

YoungerMale skew

Slight AB & C2DE 
skew

Strong skew to young /  
middle aged family

A very important reason Sole reason
% saying activity has role to 

play in choosing England 

• HUGE differentiation in interest in challenge/ 

action activities

• Across markets the Chinese and, to a lesser extent, 

the US buy into the idea (higher representation of 

younger travellers in these markets)

• And very much a young person’s pursuit – over-

represents strongly amongst young clusters

• It is also the only activity cluster that exhibits a 

strong gender skew – men

• No one activity stands out – in fact they are all 

equally attractive

Tier 3 in SP, IT Tier 3 in SP

Tier 4 in all 

markets

Tier 4 in all 

markets

Tier 4 in all 

markets
Tier 4 in all other 

markets (not 

asked in US, UK,

Aus)

Tier 4 in all other 

markets

CH 153 7

USA 120 7

IT 112 7

UK 99 7

SP 96 7

FR 87 7

AUS 83 7

NL 80 7

DE 67 7

NW 59 7
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Thank you


